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With the hot summer months in full swing it is important to remember that our pets can be just as affected by the
sun as we are.
Heat stroke is a real danger and can lead to potentially fatal consequences. It occurs when the internal body
temperature increased above it normal levels, which in extreme cases can cause organ shutdown or cardiac arrest.
Dogs especially cannot sweat like we can to cool down. While they do have some sweat glands in their pads,
they usually cool off by panting.
Certain animals are more at risk than others. Those which short flat faces are especially prone (think pugs,
bulldogs), those that are overweight, the very old or very young and any dog that is overly active without rest.
Common signs of overheating include
- Excessive panting
- Less responsive than normal, dizziness, lack of coordination
- Bright red gums or tongue
- Collapse, loss of consciousness
- Vomiting or diarrhoea
- Convulsions
If you are concerned you pet is becoming overheated, then quickly take them somewhere cool, apply wet towels
over their body (or let them sit in some water but make sure to watch them), offer fresh water to drink and if
possible place them in front of a fan. If they continue to show signs of distress then please take them to a vet
immediately for treatment.
Make sure to always have a shaded area available for your pets, plenty of drinking water and even a cool shallow
doggie pool to play in.
Before venturing out on a hot day, make sure you have a plan. Avoid the hottest parts of the day, check the
ground to make sure it is safe for your pets to walk on, bring fresh water for them to drink and avoid excessive
exercise if it’s hot outside.
NEVER LEAVE YOUR DOG IN A CAR WHEN THE WEATHER IS HOT!
Pets can overheat even with the windows down or if the car is in
shade. It only takes 6 minutes for a dog to die in hot car

Approximately 90% of the animals
native to Australia are found nowhere
else, including the kangaroo, koala,
echidna, platypus, wallaby and wombat. Australia is the smallest continent and is sometimes referred to
as the worlds largest island. This relative isolation has created an ecology like no other!

Here are just a few interesting ones:
Fitzroy River Turtle
This freshwater turtle has the unusual ability to breathe
through its bum. This special adaptation enables it to
remain underwater for an incredible 21 days at a time to
feed underwater for longer periods and hide from
predators. This turtle can only be found in the Fitzroy
Basin in south-eastern Queensland. Sadly, feral animals
like foxes, cats and pigs, as well as pollution, murky
water and sedimentation have rendered them vulnerable
on the Australian threatened species list.

The Cassowary
Is a flightless bird belonging to the same family as the
emu and ostrich. The correct name for a flightless bird is
Ratites. They are found in northern Queensland, Northern
territory and Papua New Guinea. The Cassowary is an
impressive bird being a close relative of the dinosaurs,
with is prehistoric like features. They have a Brown
Casque, this is a hard triangle helmet on top of the head.
They have vibrant blue and purple necks with red wattles
on the side of the neck (dangly bits). This leads down to
the body where shiny black feathers that are smooth and
soft, unlike their relatives whose feathers are brown and
harsh in texture.
There legs resemble that of the dinosaurs with the skin
looking almost like scales. They have three toes, with a
deadly nail on the end. The middle toe is used like a
dagger when feeling threatened and can cause considerable damage to whom it is inflicted on. They use their
powerful legs mainly to get around quickly if need be or to dig at the ground for food. Their main sources of food
are the tropical fruits that grow in the rainforests they live in.
The cassowary is extremely important to our rainforests survival. Being fruit eaters (Frugivorous) they are able to
eat the large fruit and their seeds. They will digest the fruit but defecate the seed out, which is fertilising it at the
same time. This is giving the trees the start they need.
The Cassowary lays eggs that are a green to dark teal in colour. They lay between 5 to 8 eggs, the female then
leaves the incubating to the male, he carefully turns them over and inspects the eggs, adding litter (leaves) as
required to maintain the temperature. He fiercely guards the eggs and chick from the females and predators. The
eggs take about 50days to hatch, when they do the chicks are a mixture of orange, brown and cream to blend in
with the fallen leaves.
Cassowaries are considered threatened but are not endangered as of yet. Many things threaten their existence.
Such as human existence, via habitat loss, being hit by a car, Feral pigs and
dog attacks.

Numbat
The Numbat is an endangered small marsupial that survives in southwest
Western Australia. Due to its small size, the Numbat is hunted by many
animals like feral cats, foxes, dingoes and birds of prey. Because it solely
survives on termites which are active by day, the Numbat is the only diurnal
(opposite of nocturnal) marsupial.
It spends nights hiding in hollow logs or burrows that are too narrow for its predators to enter.

The Pharaoh hound or Kelb tal – Fenek originated in Malta and are an
interesting looking dog who resembles the dog often seen in ancient
Egypt hieroglyphs and images. They are graceful and elegant as well as
powerful and athletic, strong without bulkiness or excessive muscle.
As a puppy they start out with blue eyes and as they mature they
develop into amber or brown eyes. They have a long muscular neck that
flows down to the chest area. The Pharaoh hound is considered a deep
chested dog. Meaning they have a large rib cage with a small waist.
They’re really cool thing is that they will ‘blush’ when they are excited
or happy. Their nose and ears turn a pinkie colour, a lot like our cheeks
do.
Their front legs are long and thin, standing straight. Their back legs also
have this demeanour but with more of a curve in them. They have a
short haired coat, even though it is short it still means they will moult.
They are used to hunt rabbits, by having multiple dogs a mixture of
male and female, they will work together and help to flush the rabbits
out. When they find the rabbit, the female will give chase while the
others spread out to stop it from darting of to the side or into somewhere
else. Chasing it into the hole the hunters will then release a ferret with a
bell on its neck which the dogs will follow the sounds above ground and
catch the rabbit when it flies out of the hole whilst running away from
the ferret.

We are pleased to let everyone know that
Dr Dolly is back from Maternity leave. While
she has enjoyed being at home with her babies
she is looking forward to seeing all her clients
and their fur babies again.

